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High Legh Neighbourhood Plan

[Indicative Concept Masterplan for the
“Completing The Square” option, as consulted
upon by the High Legh Parish in May 2018]

February 2021
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This report provides an indicative concept masterplan approach for potential future development on land to the east side of High
Legh village. The report has been commissioned following the exploration of potential development scenarios that emerged as
part of the community consultation events held in 2016 and 2018.
These events resulted in the agreement of a preferred approach for the “Completing the Square” option. The following pages
provide details of the report contents and approach. This document comprises of the following sections:
Chapter 01 : Village Context
Chapter 02 : Site Parameters
Chapter 03 : Development Need
Chapter 04 : Masterplan Design
Chapter 05 : Conclusion and next steps
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Introduction: Executive Summary

The first, 2016 High Legh community survey, identified three key
themes to emerge for a future neighbourhood plan. These were
as follows:
• Maintaining the character of High Legh
• A desire to create a village centre and improved facilities
• A desire for a limited form of residential development
Following the survey, further work was commissioned to explore
these themes in greater detail in particular exploring how an
enhanced village centre could be created and, in parallel, where
additional housing could be accommodated.
This work led to a further community consultation exercise in
May 2018 where a number of potential village scenarios were
presented for further discussion.
Following the outcome of this exercise two scenarios were
favoured, one on land to the west of West Lane, and the other
on land to the north east of the village south of Wrenshot Lane.
High Legh is enclosed by Green Belt in its entirety therefore each
of the scenarios put forward lie within the Green Belt. To further
explore the viability of the two options a further, detailed, Green
Belt analysis was undertaken to look at each scenario in more
detail.
The detailed conclusions of the assessment are shown within the
Greenbelt Assessment report. In broad summary it concluded that
parcel N3-01 (land to the west of West Lane) had been correctly
evaluated in the Arup assessment as significant but, with the
potential for development in a restricted area of land opposite
the junction with Pheasant Walk.

For Greenbelt parcel N3-04 (land to the east of the existing
village) it was considered that, given the levels of enclosure and
the strength of its boundaries, the land should be evaluated as
significant and not major. On this basis, it was concluded that
this parcel has less significance in comparison to the land to
the west of West Lane and therefore has greater potential to be
released from the Greenbelt in relation to any potential future
expansion of High Legh.
This report has been commissioned in response to the conclusions
of the Greenbelt assessment and in response to the community
consultation responses highlighted above.
The report explores how the area of land to the east of High
Legh could provide an opportunity for the enhancement and
future expansion of the village. Through detailed analysis of
the village and its landscape it explores the extent of potential
development, the type of development that would be appropriate
and, importantly, how any future expansion would relate to the
existing village including new community spaces and facilities.
The concluding design sections of the report sets out the detail
of any potential development (based on the survey findings) by
taking an illustrative design approach that is intrinsically linked
to the history and the landscape of High Legh.
A fundamental part of the design approach has been the brief
on the types of residential properties that would be appropriate
for the village. In response to the Cheshire East housing needs
assessment and the community consultation events, there is
evidence to suggest there is a need for new, smaller sized starter
homes and downsizing homes for the older generations in the
village. This mix of housing isn’t present in the existing village and
therefore its creation would enable young families to stay in the
village whilst older couples could downsize into smaller properties

thereby freeing up larger family homes for people to move into.
Given this brief and the rich history of the village, its two estates
and the surrounding parkland, the design approach looked to
re-interpret historic building typologies to create an illustrative
High Legh specific layout that addresses the need for specific
types of houses whilst creating a new network of public spaces
and routes that link into the existing village.
This re-interpretation of cottage rows, stable yards and principal
buildings creates a relatively high-density development area with
a relatively small building footprint which enables extensive areas
of open space to be created connecting to Pheasant Walk in the
west whilst creating a new frontage that overlooks parkland to
the east.
The following chapters set out this design approach in detail
starting with the contextual analysis of the existing village and
its historic development.
NB: It is important to emphasise that this exercise is designed to
show how the aspirations of the majority outcomes of the previous
surveys and Housing Needs Assessment could be met - the
Masterplan is not a specific planning proposal nor a planning
application, but it will be used to develop a policy and associated
principles within the draft Neighbourhood Plan as to how the
limited aspirations for more housing might be met and on which
residents will be consulted in the draft Neighbourhood Plan.

High Legh, framework design 3
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High Legh: Village Context

01

The following chapter describes how the village of High Legh has evolved over the past
two hundred years from the existence of the two estates to the east and west through to
their demolition and the creation of new housing areas through the C20th.
The diagrams set out the historic roads still in evidence, the extents of historic parkland
to the east of the village. The diagrams also describe the highways issues that exist in the
village today along the A50 and on West Lane and the lack of accessible routes into the
village from south to north and west to east.
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Estate scale: Historic | 1877 site

West Hall

High Legh Hall

The Historic High Legh village was centered around the High Legh Halls. West
Hall and High Legh Hall were located on a north-west to south-east axis (shown
in orange). High Legh Hall would have enjoyed expansive views out across
parkland to the east, whilst West Hall orientated towards woodland, but still
had open views out to the west.
Ancilliary Buildings and other out buildings were largely located north of the
houses, with the majority of woodland and stand alone property being located
further south. The A50 trunk road was re-aligned further south, away from High
Legh Hall, to its current position in the late seventeen hundreds.
High Legh, framework design 5
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Estate scale: Historic | Access and Roads

West Lane
Wrenshot Lane

Drive access to High
Legh Hall

Knutsford Road (A50)

Primary roads surrounding the village were, and remain, the A50,
West Lane and Wrenshot Lane. The two Halls once had their
own drives leading off the A50 Knutsford Road and West Lane.
A few minor roads branched off West Lane and Wrenshot Lane,
connecting to Ancilliary Property north of the Halls

High Legh, framework design 6
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Estate scale: Historic | Ancillary buildings (Stables, offices, accommodation)

Ancilliary buildings are indicated red on the above plan. These
were located in close proximity to West Hall, and slightily north
of High Legh Hall. As can be seen, there was a well balanced
mix of enclosure through woodland blocks / ancillary buildings,
and openness.
High Legh, framework design 7
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Estate scale: Historic | Extent of Parkland

The early extent of estate parkland was expansive, far reaching,
and significantly larger than we see today. Much of the parkland
now has been given over to the golf course and additional
housing.
High Legh, framework design 8
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Current: Site Plan of the existing village of High Legh

65

75

70

70

There is significant change from the historic High Legh to present day. The Halls and much
of their ancilliary buildings are no longer present (the remaining buildings are shown in
red), and various housing styles and types have spread out to the east, as well as to the
western and southern limits of West Lane and the A50. The topography for the village is
also shown on this diagram with the A50, a former “ridgeway”, forming a high point running
from west to east with land falling to the north and south as shown.
High Legh, framework design 9
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Current: Principal Roads

West Lane
Wrenshot Lane

Knutsford Road (A50)

The historic layout identified West Lane and the A50 (Knutsford
Road) as being principal roads. Today, these both remain
principal roads, with the addition of Wrenshot Lane running southeast from West Lane junction

High Legh, framework design 10
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Current: Extent of Existing Parkland

High Legh Park Golf Club

Access road to
High Legh Park
Golf Club

In comparison to the historic extent of parkland shown on page 8 the park has
been significantly eroded over the course of the C20th. This has primarily been
caused by the addition of housing, the waste water treatment plant and the golf
course and associated buildings.
High Legh, framework design 11
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Current: Extent of The Existing Village

There is a mix of property of varying styles, quality and period
which has expanded and moved into surrounding parcels of land
from the early village centre in the days of the Halls. High Legh
village property as we see it today shown as red blocks

High Legh, framework design 12
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Current: Road / Traffic Issues

Pedestrian and cycle conflict with fast
moving traffic and junctions
High speeds
Problem corner / Existing Village Centre and
conflict with high speed traffic

High Legh, framework design 13
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Current: Pedestrian and Cycle Movement Issues

Poor north-south movement
Poor circular movement
Poor north-south connections

High Legh, framework design 14
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High Legh: Site Parameters

02

This chapter explores the physical constraints and opportunities that exist in the opportunity
area to the east of the village.
The diagrams firstly show what the extent of the land and opportunities are at a village scale
before zooming in to analyse the gross area of potential land available within the specified
opportunity area. The main analysis headings cover access, Greenbelt, historic plantations,
historic buildings and boundaries.

High Legh, framework design 15
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Site Parameters: A Renewed Village Entrance

Threshold points that define the entrance into the
village. These could be represented by a change of
road surface, enhanced signage or more significant
gateway features.
Potential extent of road defined within the village.
This road could benefit from enhanced road
calming and speed restrictions

High Legh, framework design 16
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Site Parameters: Repairing Pedestrian and Cycle Movement

Completing the circulation / Improved pedestrian
and cycle linkages through the village

High Legh, framework design 17
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Site Parameters: Opportunity Area

High Legh, framework design 18
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Analysis: Access to High Legh Park Golf Club

High Legh
Golf Club

Access road from
the A50 to High Legh
Park Golf Club

High Legh, framework design 19
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Analysis: Potential connections to village

Potential pedestrian and possible vehicular
access points from the existing village into the
development area.
Vehicular through traffic would be
discouraged from the new development area

High Legh, framework design 20
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Analysis: Greenbelt parcel N3-04 character boundary

Extent of character split in Greenbelt
parcel N3-04 as detailed in the High
Legh Visual Green Belt Assessment
and Visual Appraisal.

High Legh, framework design 21
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Analysis: Historic buildings to Pheasant Walk

High Legh, framework design 22
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Analysis: Boundary between existing housing and the opportunity area

High Legh, framework design 23
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Analysis: Extent of Parkland Tree blocks (refer to 1877 plan on page 5)

High Legh, framework design 24
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Analysis: Waste Water treatment works

The future extent of expansion for
the waste water treatment works is
subject to further discussion and
agreement.

High Legh, framework design 25
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Analysis: Maximum extent of opportunity area to be considered within the concept masterplan
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Total = approx. 12 hectares /
30 acres
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High Legh: Development Needs

03

This chapter first sets out the findings from the community consultation events and the
Cheshire East Housing Needs Assessment in terms of the types of houses that could be
accommodated within the opportunity area.
The chapter then explores each of these housing types in more detail posing questions on
size, scale and layout for different typologies.

High Legh, framework design 27
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Parameters: Cheshire East Housing Needs Assessment

Parameters: Cheshire East Housing Needs Advice and Resident Surveys
The following points provide an abbreviated summary of some of the findings within the Cheshire East Council’s Housing Needs Advice Report (September
2020)

Population:
•

High Legh has a below average population aged under the age of 44 compared with Cheshire East and England

•

High Legh has an above average population aged from 45 to 84 compared with Cheshire East and England

•

22.5% of residents are retired compared with 17% in Cheshire East

•

The population profile suggests a predominantly aging population over the plan period (to 2030).

Accommodation and households:
•

Approx. 90% of households live in detached or semi-detached houses

•

There is a high level of under occupancy (i.e., households have more rooms than required)

•

There is a high level of owner occupied housing and low levels of social housing compared with Cheshire East and England

•

26% of households are pensioners

•

24% of households are family units with no dependent children

•

24% of households are family units with children

•

In general, the housing stock is limited to larger family sized houses with limited amounts of smaller properties and is underoccupied.

Potential housing requirement:
•

Based on trend projections with no policy constraints applied, a reasonable range for the amount of housing need in High Legh to 2030 would be approx.
46-97 dwellings.

The High Legh Parish Surveys concluded that there was:
•

A local need for around 62 houses predominantly for 2, 3 and 4 bedrooms and for detached, semi-detached and bungalows.

•

Where housing is to be developed there was general support for the provision of smaller 2-3 bed and starter 1-2 bed homes and supported living
accommodation for older people.

•

The majority considered the ‘Completing the Square’ vision of between 50-75 new homes and the creation of a new village centre located to the north-east
of the Village along with improvements to the existing infrastructure and facilities as the best approach.

High Legh, framework design 28
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Parameters: Development Brief

The High Legh neighbourhood plan : Concept Masteplan Brief sets out the following key requirements:
• for a maximum of 75 new dwellings that could be built.
• that these dwellings should predominantly cater for the downsizers or starter family homes
• that any ‘development’ must endeavour to meld into and sit comfortably as part of the existing village
• for potential provision for some element of supported/assisted/retirement living

Depending on the size of any development to include provision for community facilities including:
• Improvements to environmental and landscape quality
• Enhancing public access on adjacent Greenbelt land
• An enhanced village centre or “green”
• Play areas
• Recreation areas
• Community gardens
• Enhanced walking routes

High Legh, framework design 29
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Parameters: Residential Development & Community Spaces

What type of housing could be created with down sizing and
starter homes?
• Higher density than family housing
• Smaller development footprint
• Potential for a larger building to support assisted living or
community living
• The potential to integrate community spaces amongst the
residential areas.

What type of community spaces could be created within the new
development area?
• Community gardens
• Courtyards
• Allotments
• Walking routes
• Open recreation spaces

High Legh, framework design 30
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High Legh: Indicative Concept Masterplan Design

04

The following chapter sets out a possible masterplanning design approach to any new
development in the proposed opportunity area. The designs are based on the analysis and
thinking set out in the previous chapters. The design approach starts by exploring how the
historic layout and components of the estates in High Legh provided built accommodation
within a garden and parkland setting. The pages identify the hierarchy of buildings within
the historic estate from the principal country house through to stable yards and workers
cottages.
Following the historic analysis, the question is posed asking what form of development
should any new area take? The pages that follow set out how the historic analysis of High
Legh could be used to inform any new development area to create a design and layout
unique to High Legh and its landscape. This is illustrated through the component parts of
the development for buildings and open spaces before being shown in an illustrative layout
and aerial sketch view.
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Masterplan: Can the history of High Legh inform the future?

Rural Village

Parkland

Lost history

Historic
buildings
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Masterplan: Historic Country Estates

High Legh Hall, Knutsford
The Former High Legh Hall was surrounded by gardens,
beyond which lay belts of woodland to the north, west and
south of the property.
Far reaching views would have been maintained east looking
out across the parkland. Further north, there was a collection
of ancillary buildings associated with the Hall including stable
yards, courtyard gardens and housing.
The aerial image to the left shows the location of the two halls
and their associated ancilliary buildings. The diagram below
shows their relevent scales with the halls shown in orange.

Former location of West Hall and the
remaining ancillary buildings

Former location of High
Legh Hall and ancilliary
buildings

Footprint of High Legh Hall
High Legh, framework design 33
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Masterplan: Historic Country Estates

Historic Hall scale comparison:
The adjacent diagram shows the comparable scale of the
demolished High Legh Hall within the context of the existing
village.
The figures below provide a comparison between the gross
floor area of High Legh Hall and the potential numbers of new
dwellings.

High Legh Hall placed in the existing High Legh village
1:5000 @ A3

High Legh Hall = 5376 m2
High Legh Hall Ancillary buildings = 1322 m2
Based on existing Halls approximate square meterage of floor
space, this would equate to 45no. new 3 bed homes. For the
3no. ancillary buildings, this would equate to 11 new homes.

Footprint of High Legh Hall
High Legh, framework design 34
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Masterplan: Historic Estate Model

Stables

Woodland

Workers
Cottages

Hall

Parkland
Gard
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e
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Parkland
Woodland
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Masterplan: Components

The Country House

Gardens

The Stable Yard

Parkland

Estate Cottages

Woodland

Typology - The principal
building of the estate.

Adjacent to the main hall
providing a range of spaces
and threshold to the parkland
beyond.

Part of the ancilliary
accomodation associated
with the main hall.

The wider landscape
beyond the gardens and
hall buildings.

Small residential properties
provided accomodation for
estate workers.

The buildings took a
range of forms from large
courtyards to linear blocks
and smaller enclosures.

The parkland informed both
the entrance and approach
to the hall whilst creating the
compostion for views out
from the main building.

The buildings were 1.5 - 2
storeys arranged in formal
rows or small groupings
around courtyard spaces.

Woodland blocks formed
the structural framework for
views and the wider parkland
landscape.

Scale - Approximate
footprint of 6-700m2
Number of storeys - 3-4
storeys

Buildings were generally 1.5
- 2 storeys in height.

They were normally a mix of
native, deciduous plantations
and, at High Legh, forms
linear blocks along the
boundaries running in an
east-west orientation.

High Legh, framework design 36
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What form could any new
development take?

High Legh, framework design 37
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Masterplan: A New Village Focal Point

Following on from the development brief and the analysis of the site, there are a number of components that would have to be
accomodated within the opportunity area and its integration within the existing village.
A key part of our design strategy is the approach to the creation of an enhanced village centre or focal point. In our view, and from
our detailed anaylsis of High Legh, we feel there should be multiple focal points within the village, both throughout the existing village
and through the proposed development area.
We know a number of these “focal points” exist already at the village hall with its events schedule, the church and the school and
we feel there is the opportunity to create new points to enable other community activities to take place such as small village greens,
community growing areas or even a small community building.
These focal points, alongside a list of other important ingredients listed below, are discussed and highlighted over the following pages:
• Higher density downsizing residential units with the potential for assisted or community living (apartments or small terraced houses)
• Higher density starter homes for younger individuals and families (terraced houses)
• Potential for internal community facilities (meeting areas, events spaces)
• Integrated, external community spaces to provide for community growing, gardens and events space
• Provision for car parking
• Larger areas of parkland, outdoor recreation space and walking and cycling routes

High Legh, framework design 38
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Woodland

Terraces +
Cottages

Play Areas

Masterplan: A New Village Focal Point
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Masterplan: Components

Village Focal Point

Community Facilities

Courtyard Housing

Parks and Recreation

Estate Cottages

Typology - The principal building
of the development representative
in scale and mass to a country
estate hall.

Typology - Community gardens,
allotments and play areas for
children.

Typology - A secondary form of
development behind the principal
house. As the name suggests these
buildings would be formed around
a single or number of enclosed or
open courtyards with a range of
building types.

Typology - A wider expanse of
open recreation spaces including
walking and running routes that
form a network within the existing
village.

Typology - Based on the estate
workers cottages of Cheshire this
development of terraced cottages
could be composed of individual or
multiple rows of cottages arranged
around public space or facing each
other.

Scale - Approximate footprint of
6-700m2
Number of storeys - 3-4 storeys
Property types - Predominantly
apartment use with a range of sizes
and tenures
Communty Use - Potential for a
community use within the building
subject to the mix of accomodation.

Buildings - potential for incorporation
of future community functions into
the principal building

Scale - Subject to the development
form these yards could be formed
as one large space or a series of
smaller spaces in sequence.
Number of storeys - single to two
storeys in height possibly with
eaves development.
Property types - A mix of terraced
housing, individual semi-detached
houses and apartments.
Communty Use - The potential for
community use either within the
building footprint or within the open
space of the yard ie. allotments,
village green.
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The creation of enhanced links
will facilitate improvements to
pedestrian and cycle linkages
through the village.

Scale - High density rows of
cottages forming informal streets or
arranged around courtyard spaces.
Number of storeys - two storey with
potential for eaves development.
Property types - terraced houses
Communty Use - No.
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Masterplan Proposals: Indicative Option Strategy
KEY:
Proposed trees/vegetation
Existing trees/vegetation
Proposed greenspace
Proposed buildings
Proposed courtyard
Vehicular road
Pedestrian/cycle route
Paths
Pedestrian/cycle access
Vehicular, pedestrian and
cycle access
Key views
Village centres, Village
Greens and Community
Spaces
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Masterplan Proposals: Indicative Aerial Sketch

Existing village of High Legh

Proposed environmental and
landscape improvements with
enhanced public access

Proposed principal building

Parkland landscape and golf
course

Courtyard houses
Proposed access road

High Legh, framework design 42
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Masterplan Proposals: Principal Buildings

High Legh, framework design 43
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Masterplan Proposals: Courtyard Housing

High Legh, framework design 44
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Masterplan Proposals: Cottage Terrace
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Conclusion: Next Steps

This design report has been produced as part of the neighbourhood
plan and is for further discussion and consultation as part of the
ongoing process. The proposals set out in the document are
indicative and only for illustration purposes to demonstrate the
potential quantum and arrangement of development that could
take place on the identified opportunity area.
In order to develop the proposals in more detail there are a wide
range of further aspects to be studied ranging from engagement
with land owners, the community and others identification of
community facilities such as the working within the constraints of
the waste water treatment plant, development of the pedestrian,
cycle and vehicular network and the development of the housing
need in terms of type and number.

High Legh, framework design 46
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This report provides a design guide for the future development of High Legh village providing detail on the existing character and
setting of the village and how future development could be integrated within it. The document also provides further detail on the
proposed opportunity area to the east of the existing village in respect of potential building types, open spaces and streets.
The guide has been commissioned by the Parish Council steering group as part of the Neighbourhood Plan and should be read in
association with the wider plan, the Green Belt assessment document and the village masterplanning document.
The following pages provide details of the report contents and approach. It comprises the following sections:
1.

Introduction and report structure

2.

Landscape and setting for High Legh

3.

The historic evolution of High Legh village

4.

Analysis of the existing village archetypes and development guidelines

5.

Supplementary design guidance for the masterplanning area.

6.

Next steps
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High Legh: Introduction
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Introduction

1. Aim of the study

2. Background and context

3. When to use this guidance

This study is designed to identify the key characteristics of the
landscape and the built form within the entirety of the parish
of High Legh, Cheshire in order to inform further work to be
undertaken in support of the Neighbourhood Plan.

High Legh is a parish within Cheshire East and stands on a ridge
of land between the Mersey valley and the Cheshire Plain. The
village name means “high meadow” or clearing, in what was
once a primeval forest.

This guidance is for anyone interested in plan making, but also
it is for those who are making decisions about development
proposals. The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) states
in paragraph 125 that:

Each chapter examines a different element of the characteristics
within the whole parish before providing guidance on how
the design of new development should be approached and
undertaken.

It is located south west of the Manchester conurbation,
approximately six miles north west of Knutsford and lies
approximately 700m south of the M56.

“Design policies should be developed with communities so that they
reflect local aspirations, and are grounded in an understanding and
evaluation of each area’s defining characteristics. Neighbourhood
plans can play an important role in identifying the special qualities
of each area and explaining how this should be reflected in new
development.”

Given the prominence of High Legh village within the parish, the
majority of this document is focussed on the settlement area and
a 2km zone around its circumference.
This work will inform the development of policies for the
Neighbourhood Plan. One of the key aims of the Neighbourhood
Plan is to protect and enhance the existing character of the parish
through careful design that is sympathetic to the existing built form
whilst ensuring the parish is able to meet future needs of its residents.
This document is designed to fulfil a dual role. First and
foremost, it is intended that it will support the policies in the
High Legh Neighbourhood Plan. It will also operate as a
standalone document that can be used by decision makers
and the community to help shape the quality and design of new
developments coming forward in the parish. In this regard, it acts
as a material consideration in determining planning applications.

The parish comprises one small settlement, the village of High
Legh, but is predominantly characterised by a rural landscape
of arable and pastoral agriculture. Outside of the settlement,
farmsteads and development along the main arterial routes
through the parish form the pattern of landscape and townscape
features which define the area’s character.
High Legh is located within the National Character Area (NCA)
61 Shropshire, Cheshire and Staffordshire Plain, which is
characterised as gently undulating mixed arable fields and
pastoral plains with strong field patterns and well maintained
boundaries with woodland belts, copses and hedgerow trees.

Further to this, the document both complements and provides
greater detail with regard to the specific landscape and design
characteristics within the parish. It sits alongside the guidance
within Cheshire East Design Guide (2017) and should be read
as part of a family of design documents.

Development is often a misunderstood term. In the context of the
planning system, it can include the building of a single house or
a larger number of dwellings, or extensions to existing properties.
It may also include changes to, or installation of, garden or
house boundary treatments or public realm improvements.
A change of the use of land is also considered ‘development’. This
guide should be useful to all those seeking planning permission
for a range of new development types.
Development does not always require planning permission. Certain
works or changes of use can be undertaken without permission
in accordance with the General Permitted Development Order
(2015). However, in a lot of cases planning permission will
be required and guidance should still be consulted. Where
development is considered ‘permitted development’ this guidance
and the policies it supports may be useful, but is unlikely to carry
significant weight in the planning process.
The Parish have initiated the preparation of a Neighbourhood
Plan. This Design Guidance document should sit alongside the
Neighbourhood Plan and its associated documents, providing
design and heritage guidance for development proposals in the
parish.
Whilst the Local Plan has not identified the parish as an area for
growth, ad-hoc development or windfall development, is likely
to continue, whereby sites unexpectedly become available for
development.
High Legh Design Guide 4
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Introduction: Continued

4. The format of this document
Chapters 2, 3 and 4 of this report are divided into interlinked
sections which are designed to distil the local character into the
key components of the local character. These chapters take a
‘landscape-led’ approach, however, given the local context this
is considered entirely appropriate.
The outline for chapter 2 is:
• Landscape character – the features and elements of the wider
landscape draws upon work done at the national and local
level.
The outline for chapters 3 and 4 is:
• Historic development; showing how the village has evolved
over 200 years to the present day.
• Constraints analysis; assesing routes, views and local
character
• Archetypes; streets, materials and buildings
Chapter 5 of this report sets out some broad guidance for
proposed indicative masterplan site, looking across all chapters
and signposting possible issues that should be included within
the Neighbourhood Plan policies.
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Landscape and Setting: Illustrative Context Plan

Overview

Deansgreen
M56
Mowpen Brow

The plan on the left illustrates the full extent of the parish and the
rural context surrounding High Legh village. This illustrative layout
highlights the settlement area of the village, field boundaries,
blocks of woodland, scattered farmsteads and main access
routes. The wider parish is bound to the north by the M56 (NCA
60 and 61 border), Sworton Heath to the west, Hoo Green to the
East and to the south, expansive field network and M6 motorway
beyond .

West Lane
Crabtree Lane
A50
Swineyard Lane

High
Legh

Hoo
Green

M6

Halliwell’s Brow
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Landscape and Setting

What is Landscape Character?
NCA 60

Landscape character can be defined as the distinct and
recognisable pattern of elements, or characteristics in the
landscape which contribute towards its identity– i.e. what makes
one landscape different from another. It is an important element
of determining what could be considered contextually responsive
design.

Mersey Valley
NCA 61

National Character Area 60:

Mersey Valley

Landscape character assessment is the process of identifying
and describing these variations in character across a landscape.
It also seeks to identify and explain the unique combination
of features and attributes (characteristics) that make different
landscapes distinctive. Landscape character is particularly
important when considering rural areas – such as High Legh.

Shropshire,
Cheshire and
Stafforshire Plain
High Legh
settlement edge

The following chapter is a review of the character assessments
that have already been completed at the national and local level
covering High Legh parish. National characters are defined by
Natural England’s ‘National Character Area’ study (for this area
prepared in 2014) and, at a more local level as Landscape
Character Assessment, the Cheshire East Landscape Character
Assessment (2018).

Landscape Features of the Parish
The parish is rural in character, with narrow country lanes away
from the main arterial routes of the A56, A50 and B5195. The
landscape contains a small number of traditional farm buildings
which carry listed status. Some areas are heavily wooded, with an
intact hedgerow system and frequent woodland blocks scattered
across the countryside. There is a strong rectilinear field pattern
to the south of the parish

National Character Area 61:

Shropshire, Cheshire and
Staffordshire Plain

The high proportion of hedgerow field boundaries and lack of
elevated vantage points means that many of High Legh’s views
are not fully visible at ground-level.
Within High Legh itself, the main designations are found within the
more historic central core, namely St John’s Church, plus older
red brick out buildings remaining from the days of the historic
house and estate layout.
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Landscape and Setting

National Character Areas (NCA’s):

• woodland belts, copses and hedgerow trees

The majority of the study area is located within the NCA 61
Shropshire, Cheshire and Staffordshire Plain. The northern part
of the study area (north of the M56 corridor), falls within the NCA
60 ‘Mersey Valley’.

• wetlands and field ponds

Shropshire, Cheshire and Staffordshire Plain
This NCA is characterised by rolling field patterns of well managed
hedgerow boundaries which enclose mixed arable and pastoral
farming. Within this NCA there are drained landscapes including
tributary streams, flood plains and field ponds in low lying areas.
Woodland copses / field boundary trees are widespread, and
settlement is a mix of historic layouts / individual farmsteads and
new residential areas.
Mersey Valley
At the heart of this character area is the central, low lying corridor
of the River Mersey. Open and elevated land of the Mersey Valley
offers expansive views in places. There is large scale high quality
farmland to the south of the NCA (just north of the M56 within
the study area), and further north of the NCA are more densely
populated urban areas and high levels of industrial activity.

• historic settlement, tracks and roads
North of the study area lies the character areas of the Mersey
Valley and Lancashire Coal Measures, west is the Cheshire
Sandstone Ridge and to the east is the Manchester Conurbation.
In summary, the description provided for NCA 61, within which
High Legh is located, provides an accurate but broad picture of
the character of the surrounding landscape.

Green Belt
Further to the NCA detail, the settlement area of High Legh
is entirely surrounded by Green Belt. Further detail of this
designation, and the specifics of each Green Belt parcel, are
provided in the High Legh Visual Green Belt Assessment and
Visual Appraisal report, produced as part of the neighbourhood
plan process. This report has been written in the context of the
Cheshire East and Arup Green Belt Assessment study.

There are a number of general characteristics of the area that
can be summarised as follows:
NCA 60
• low lying broad linear valley of the River Mersey
• mix of arable and dairy farming
• regular large scale field patterns with intermittent hedgerow
trees
NCA 61
• gently undulating mixed arable fields and pastoral plains
• strong field patterns and well maintained boundaries
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Landscape and Setting: Listed Building Designations

High Legh settlement boundary
2km radius from the centre of High Legh village
Listed Buildings

Within High Legh village, the main designations are found within
the more historic central core, namely St John’s Church and the
older, red brick, outbuildings remaining from the days of the
historic houses and estate layout.
There are a handful of wider stand alone dwellings / small
farmsteads which also carry listed status, as shown in the adjacent
diagram
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Landscape and Setting: Access

High Legh settlement boundary
2km radius from centre of the village
Motorway
A Road
B Road
Road generally less than 4m in width
Footpath
Bridleway
Proposed HS2 alignment

The plan on the left identifies key access routes within the study area.
The main arterial route running east to west, lying south of both parcels,
is the busy A50. Branching off from this A road moving north is
West Lane, (a B road) Approximately 1km north is the M56, and
further south just outside the study area is the M6. Inbetween
these two motorways are a network of country lanes and B roads,
plus the occasional footpath and bridleway.
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Landscape and Setting: Woodland and Topography

High Legh settlement boundary
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2km radius from village centre
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Existing contours and spot height levels

This plan identifies the study area contour pattern as well as the
extent of woodland cover. There is widespread variation in the
contours with the A50 trunkroad following the “ridgeway” and
the land dropping in elevation to the north and south. There are
also scattered areas of woodland, varying in size and maturity
predominantly bounded by mixed native hedgerow field boundaries
and forming the backdrop to medium and long distance views.
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Landscape and Setting: Context Views of High Legh Village (refer to appendix for photos)

High Legh village settlement boundary

1

1

Context photo viewpoints of High Legh village

The plan on the left shows a selection of viewpoint photograph
locations which have been chosen to illustrate the character
and context of the landscape that surrounds High Legh
village. They showcase the vernacular of hedgerows, mature
woodland, parkland, open pasture and the buildings that sit
within these areas.
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Landscape and Setting: Development Pressures

The Cheshire East Landscape Character Study (2018) includes
a very detailed series of landscape guidance points which
are designed to help preserve and enhance locally distinctive
landscape characteristics. The 2018 study contains many other
interesting matters pertaining to landscape management, wildlife
preservation and enhancement that are considered within this
design guide.
The following points provide guidance for landscape management
and built development within the Lower Wooded Farmland
Lanscape Character Type (LCT 7) in which High Legh is located:
• Avoid development (both buildings and other structures) on
steep slopes or in visually prominent locations.
• Protect the overall wooded character of the area through
appropriate management of the areas of deciduous woodland
(including ancient woodland) and mature in-field and
hedgerow trees.
• Retain historic field patterns and restore the hedgerows and
walls forming field and estate boundaries where they have
been lost, degraded or replaced with fences.
• Conserve the existing hedgerow network which provides
valued linkages between other habitats.

• Conserve the historic integrity of the designed landscapes
and their component heritage features.
• Promote interpretation of these features where this would not
be at odds with conservation of these assets.
• Protect and appropriately manage the cultural heritage of the
area, including nationally important Scheduled Monuments to
preserve a sense of history.
• Retain the character of the narrow rural lanes and avoid the
over-engineering of roads which could create an urbanising
influence within the strongly rural landscape.
• Ensure new and changing land uses do not degrade from the
traditional rural character of the area.
• Retain the sense of enclosure and high levels of tranquillity
with the landscape and screen the visual and audible effects
of existing and new intrusive features within the landscape
where possible/appropriate.
• A further future development pressure to note is the future
construction of the HS2 rail line link to Manchester that passes
to the east of High Legh village (as highlighted on page 11).

• Protect and manage the valued wetland habitats of the meres
and mosses for the benefit of flood alleviation, biodiversity and
recreation purposes.
• Management of adjacent agricultural land should aim to
reduce nutrient run off to these habitats.
• Unimproved grassland and remnant heathland habitats are
conserved and enhanced, with new linkages between habitats
created where possible.
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High Legh: Existing Settlement Evolution
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Existing Settlement Evolution: Introduction

The following chapter describes how the village of High Legh has
evolved over the past two hundred years from the existence of
the two estates to the east and west through to their demolition
and the creation of new housing areas through the C20th.
This is followed by a detailed analysis of the village as it stands
today including diagrams and commentary on the character of
parts of the village and the street network.

Aerial view of the former High Legh hall showing the house,
gardens and approach driveway.
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Historic Development: 1836

Smithy
Cottages (Woodside cottage, Gothic cottage)
Stocks
Kennels
Ice house
St. Johns Church
West Hall Farmhouse and stables

West Hall

Parsonage
Chapel of St Mary

High Legh Hall

Front Lodge

Earliest Recorded Map: 1836
The following points highlight the earliest arrangement of Legh Hall:
• High Legh Hall and West Hall separated with individual service buildings
• Separate entrance drives for High Legh Hall and West Hall
• Woodland block dividing the east and west and screening views between halls
• Chapel of St Mary situated between the Halls
• Various cottages built around the outskirts of High Legh
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Historic Development: 1877

Kennel
Gasometer
Mill buildings
Stables
Westfield and gravel pit
West Hall Lodge

West Hall
High Legh Hall

Tracks around Chapel
School

Woodland

Map: 1877
The following points highlight the development of Legh Hall between 1836 and 1877:
• Development of buildings around High Legh Hall including High Legh Hall Mill
and Stables
• Mapping shows more detailed information on tracks and footpaths around the
estate
• School built on the corner of the A50 and West Lane
• Lodge house built at entrance of West Hall
• Additional woodland area recorded south of High Legh Hall
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Historic Development: 1898

Rose Cottages

Rosemead Cottage
West Hall
High Legh Hall

Southfield

Map: 1898
The following points highlight the development of Legh Hall between 1877 and 1898:
• A small amount of development happened over 20 years
• Various small scale cottages were built such as Rose Cottage
• Woodland naturally increased in size
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Historic Development: 1910

Thyme Cottage

West Hall
High Legh Hall

Extended woodland

Map: 1898-1910
The following points highlight the development of Legh Hall between 1898 and 1910:
• Small scale developments such as Thyme Cottage were built
• Woodland area extended to the east
• School building increased in size
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Historic Development: 1967

School

West Hall demolished

Sewage works

High Legh Hall demolished
Water treatment works
Army camp buildings
Nursery
Apple Tree Cottage

Map: 1910-1967
The following points highlight the development of Legh Hall between 1910 and 1967:
• West Hall and High Legh Hall were demolished in late 1960's
• Army camp buildings were built to the south-east along with St. Patricks Church
and the water treatment works
• New housing development started to be built to the north of the village
• A larger school was built to the north of Wrenshot Lane
• The original entrance drives for West Hall and High Legh Hall were replaced with
roads to provide suitable vehicular access for the new residential developments
• A nursery was built south of the A50
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Historic Development: 1982

School
Housing development (1970's)

Historic buildings retained
Housing development (1980's)

Housing development (1970's)
Army buildings
Nursery

Map: 1967-1982
The following points highlight the development of High Legh Hall between 1967
and 1982:
• Housing developments to the north and south were built during the late 1960's
early 1970's on the sites of the former halls
• The central area of the site was also developed for housing during the 1980's
• Various original buildings such as High Legh Hall stables and kennels were
demolished
• A link road was built (Pheasant Walk) that connected the east and west areas
of High Legh
• A large area of woodland was cut back around the Chapel of St Mary
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Historic Development: Current

Historic buildings retained

65

Housing development (1990's)
American Golf

75

Garden Centre / Nursery

70

Entrance to housing estate

Map: 1982-Current
The following points highlight the development of Legh Hall between 1982 and
Current:

70

• The army buildings were demolished and replaced with a new housing estate
with a new access road off the A50
• A number of historic buildings such as St John's Chruch and West Hall Farmhouse
were retained
• The nursery was developed into a nursery/garden centre
• American Golf and a new golf course was built to the east
• Zones of housing became isolated from each other due to time of development
and access routes
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Constraints: Character

High Legh village has two definable character areas. Along the
fringes of the estate (particularly to the west) the majority of High
Legh’s historic features can be found, which include the two
chapels, ancient tree planting and various 18th and 19th century
detached homes. In contrast, the second character area, found
broadly on the sites of the demolished halls, is made up of a variety
of housing types developed between the 1960’s to the 1990’s.

Character Areas:
Historic/Green Edge
• Remnants of historic estate remain (trees and some
buildings)
• Character diluted by more modern properties
• Property type: mixed detached, semi detached and
terraced barn conversions
• Streets: mixture of scales (some narrow)
• Density: high around old stable, large properties in
bigger plots
• Trees: many trees from estate retained
20th Century Development
• 1960’s social housing and semi-detached houses
Ca

nd

• 1970’s-90’s detached homes

ela

nW
ay

• Streets: relatively narrow
• Density: medium
• Trees: There are larger trees still within the Pheasant
Walk estate, notably at St Marys Chapel, Kinderton
Close, Arley End alongside a number of trees within
the The Belfry where some were retained from former
historic estate.
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Constraints: Hierarchy of routes

The main access road to High Legh is West Lane (off the A50).
The village has a core circular route (Pheasant Walk/Wrenshot
Lane) which connects to the southern and northern extents of West
Lane. The majority of the residential streets in the village branch
out from this core route and in the most part are cul-de-sacs with
little or no interlinking between housing areas.

s

Wrenshot Lane Link

ts

Wrenshot Lane

West
Lane

Pheasant Walk

Hierarchy of routes Key:
Main Roads

A50

Secondary Roads
Pheasant Walk / Wrenshot Lane Link
Residential Streets
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Constraints: Public vs Private

High Legh is largely made up of private residential areas, however
there are small parcels of public realm and areas that have a
perception of being public scattered throughout the village.
These include the playground and green connecting the village
to the Belfy estate, the playing fields adjacent to the A50, a small
woodland walk along Wrenshot Lane and various other pockets
of open space.

Public vs Private Key:
Public Roads
Public and “Perceived Public” Areas
Private Roads
Private Areas
Pedestrian Links
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High Legh: Village Archetypes
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Village Archetypes: Introduction

The following chapter provides an analysis of the typical
archetypes that exist within High Legh.
This breaks down into an analysis of the various streets and
character areas within the village followed by a more detailed
assessment of boundary treatments and planting.
Whilst not all the streets and roads within High Legh have been
illustrated, a broad representation has been used to show the
typical character of the High Legh residential area.
The chapter concludes with some broad guidance on future
development from the perspective of views, scale, materials and
design detailing.
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Archetypes: West Lane

Main Roads
Secondary Roads
Pheasant Walk / Wrenshot Lane Link
Residential Streets
Pedestrian Links

West Lane is the primary access road into High Legh village, the
street scene here is largely rural with mixed native hedgerows
and mature tree planting along the western boundary of the road
and residential properties scattered along the eastern boundary.
Features of the historic landscape such as the stone and brick
buildings, low stone boundary walling and mature hedgerow
trees can be viewed here, particularly at the southern end of road
towards the village hall.
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Archetypes: Pheasant Walk (south)

Main Roads
Secondary Roads
Pheasant Walk / Wrenshot Lane Link
Residential Streets
Pedestrian Links

Pheasant Walk (south)

Pheasant Walk is the primary circular route through the village.
Upon accessing the road from West Lane, the streetscape is
mostly low density with single storey dwellings set within large
garden plots. Many of the fir trees aligning the road here are
retained from the historic estate and give a sense of quality,
character and enclosure to this section of the street.
Travelling further east along the road, a more open vista is evident
due to minimal tree planting in this area. Density of housing is
slightly higher with larger detached homes lining the streets.
Front garden boundaries are largely open but where physical
de-marcation is evident, boundaries mainly consist of modern,
evergreen hedging.
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Archetypes: Pheasant Walk (north)

Main Roads
Secondary Roads
Pheasant Walk / Wrenshot Lane Link
Residential Streets
Pedestrian Links

Pheasant Walk (north)

Travelling north towards Wrenshot Lane, a significant contrast
can be seen between the residential core of the village towards
the western extents and the woodland character evident towards
the east. Pheasant Walk slowly rises from West Lane to a high
point as pictured (top left) and then falls away again towards
Wrenshot Lane.
The character of the street changes significantly towards the
north, where boundaries consist of brick walling with 19th century
buildings and cottages which relate to the original, historic
character of High Legh.
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Archetypes: Wrenshot Lane

Main Roads
Secondary Roads
Pheasant Walk / Wrenshot Lane Link
Residential Streets
Pedestrian Links

Wrenshot Lane

Wrenshot Lane has a mainly rural character, lined with tall trees
and mixed native hedgerows which offer a sense of enclosure.
The historic character of the village is retained in this area due
to its woodland setting and the number of larger, 19th century
dwellings that can be seen towards the western end of the street.
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Archetypes: Surridge and Egerton Residential Streets

Main Roads
Secondary Roads
Pheasant Walk / Wrenshot Lane Link
Residential Streets
Pedestrian Links

Surridge & Egerton

Surridge and Egerton has a residential character, with small
scale detached properties consisting of a mainly dormer style,
lining the streets. The street is also accessed through a small
woodland park (picture above left) which provides a backdrop
of tree cover to the north.
Travelling further south, the tree planting lessens and the views
of the street are more open and expansive. Many properties
contain open lawns along the street frontage, giving the street a
sweeping character.
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Archetypes: Rensherds Place and Robert Moffat Residential Streets

Main Roads
Secondary Roads

Rensherds Place

Pheasant Walk / Wrenshot Lane Link
Residential Streets
Pedestrian Links

Rensherds Place

Robert Moffat

Rensherds Place is a small area of 1960’s terraced and semidetached social housing of medium to high density, which
restricts views out beyond the immediate street scene. Boundaries
contain evergreen hedging and open grass verges along the
street frontage.
In contrast, the boundaries of Robert Moffat street (pictured below
left) are more open with occasional garden planting fronting
the street. Dwellings consist of small detached homes of the
1970’s-80’s era. Further south-west, the street opens up due its
slightly more elevated position.

Robert Moffatt
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Archetypes: Somerville Close Residential Streets

Main Roads
Secondary Roads
Pheasant Walk / Wrenshot Lane Link
Residential Streets
Pedestrian Links

Somerville Close

Somerville Close has a distinctly different character to that of the
rest of High Legh, with large detached houses (of both traditional
and dormer style properties) A mix of boundary types are evident
from open lawns to thick hedgerows and tall boundary walls;
giving the street a more eclectic character.
Tree planting is also more evident here and the steets elevated
position offers views towards the woodland of the wider High
Legh (former) parkland.
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Archetypes: The Belfry Residential Streets
Main Roads
Secondary Roads
Pheasant Walk / Wrenshot Lane Link
Residential Streets
Pedestrian Links

Candelan Way:

The Belfry

The Belfry has a residential character typical of traditional 1990’s
development, with large detached homes and evergreen conifer
hedgerows. Similar to Somerville Close, there is more tree planting
evident here, which creates a sense of enclosure to this particular
area of the village.
Further south the street opens up to a large playing field and
public green with mature sycamore trees retained from the historic
estate.
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Archetypes: A50 Trunk Road
Main Roads
Secondary Roads
Pheasant Walk / Wrenshot Lane Link
Residential Streets
Pedestrian Links

The A50 is the main arterial route passing the southern fringe of
High Legh. It has a woodland character, with mature tree planting
bounding the southern fringe of the road. However open views of
the surrounding countryside are also available towards the east.
(pictured above left).
This stretch of the road is very low density and mainly services
large public facilities such as the golf course and High Legh
Garden Centre. There are very few residential properties along
the road frontage, however a low original stone wall marks the
boundary of the village with stone pillars marking the entrance
to the Belfry housing estate
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Archetypes: Historic Community Buildings

This page illustrates the different forms of architecture which
are still present from the original historic estate. Namely the two
chapels; St. Mary’s and St. Johns which differ greatly in style.
St. Mary’s is a Grade II* listed stone builing built in the late 16th
Century, whereas St. John’s is a Grade II listed building built in
the 19th century; featuring red Flemish bond brick and timber
framing.
In addition, buildings still remain which were associated with the
former Halls such as the Front Lodge along the A50 and the red
brick buildings along Pheasant Walk. The Village Hall also used
to be a school building and features an ornate clock tower.
The presence of these buildings defines the historic character of
the village, however they currently have little relationship to the
surrounding residential areas.

St. Mary’s Chapel

Village Hall

Pheasant Wak outbuildings

Front Lodge

Church of St. John
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Archetypes: Historic Residential Buildings

Along the fringes of the village settlement many large detached
cottages can be found, most noteably Westholme (pictured top
right) with its unique pitched roof.
Various other styles of cottage include stone and brick materials
with ornate window panelling and slate tiled roofs. These tend to
be located along Wrenshot Lane, particularly to the northern end
of the village where the local character is more rural and boundary
treatments include low stone walling and native hedgerow.
In addition the use of rendered or painted brickwork elevations
are evident on some the historic properties within the village.
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Archetypes: 20th century Buildings

During the 20th century a variety of residential estates were
developed within the village, which range from single storey
dwellings typical of 1970’s architecture (housed within large
garden plots) to constrasting 1980’s bungalows found in more
densly populated residential areas. Other properties tend to be
detached with pitched roofs, many in the dormer style. Variations
of this can be found within the Belfry estate (pictured below
right) which may have been developed with reference to historic
buldings such as Thyme cottage (above page top left).
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Archetypes: Contemporary Buildings

The most recent housing types to be introduced in and around
the village of High Legh include a mix of large and small homes,
these housetypes are more commonly found on the outskirts of
the village. The image below left illustrates how references from
the historic village have been integrated into the new build with
low stone walls combined with railings and hedgerow planting.
Within parts of the village, modern versions of the 1970’s single
storey bungalows can be found (see below right) in addition to
dormer style developments similar to some of the surrounding
homes introduced in the 1980’s.
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Archetypes: Outlying Farmsteads and Landscape

High Legh villlage is set within extensive arable farmland. The
landscape which surrounds the settlement includes scattered
farmsteads, most of which incorporate large detached 19th
century homes. There are also courtyard and stable buildings,
typical of traditional farms, which have been restored to residential
use (pictured below right).
Buildings typically consist of red brick and slate tiles roofs,
The boundaries of which are commonly native hedgerow and/or
stone walls. Cobblestone surfacing is also a high quality feature
of the setting.
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Archetypes: Boundary Walls

Boundary walls are a common feature of the village, but vary
significantly throughout. Pheasant Walk features original dressed
sandstone walls with coping, in addition to brick walling which
forms the boundary of the former brick outbuildings associated
with the demolised Hall, both are high quality features of the
village which reference a more rural character associated with
the wider landscape context.
The Belfry estate features a variety of brick walling with differing
finishes. The walls tend to be much higher and form a very
prominent facade to the streetscape, wheras the combination
of hedgerow and low wall in other areas of the village adds
character, depth and texture to the overall streetscape.

Mixed brick wall with herringbone detail

Original brick walling

Original stone walling with Holly and Yew planting

Brick wall with timber fence panel inserts
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Archetypes: Boundary Fences and Railings

Throughout the village timber fencing is used to form the
boundaries of private gardens. Towards the western extents of
the village a combination of low fence and hedgerow planting
are more evident, however higher density residential areas tend
to have taller fences with concrete posts.
Similarly, to the use of low walls with planting; this approach to the
treatment of boundaries in terms of fencing is more appropriate to
a village setting, creating a softer less obtrusive boundary which
encourages social cohesion.
There are also a number of railing types used to form the
boundaries of the streets. These vary from traditional wrought
iron railings which are evident towards the western extents of
the village where remnants of High Legh’s historic character
are still evident, to the traditional white and black Cheshire
estate rail which aligns the village frontage along the A50.

Low timber fence with laurel hedge

OTreated
timber
with iron
concrete
Orignal
stone
wallfence
with cast
railingposts

Timber picket fence

Timber garden
fencerailing
Traditional
Cheshire

Towards the more modern estate of the Belfry, timber knee rail
fences are more comonly used to demarcate the public and
private realm. In constrast, vertical black iron railings bound
historic church buildings such as the Chapel of St.Mary and help
contribute to the overall charcter of the setting.
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Archetypes: Boundary Hedgerows

High Legh village has an abundance of hedgerow planting which
forms the boundaries of its residential streets and key entry roads.
The latter tends to feature evergreen hedgerows containing Holly
and Yew, this is particularly evident in the more historic areas of
the village where original stone walling is still present (see below
left).
A more formal arrangement of box hedging can be found at the
entrance of the Belfry estate. In contrast, at the western fringe
of the village mixed native hedgerows of hawthorn and ivy are
more common and blend in seamlessly with the surrounding rural
context. Lower quality evergreen hedging can also be seen in
the form of Laurel and conifer however this has little impact on
biodiversity and the overall character of the village.

Box hedging

Holly and Yew planting

Laurel hedge

Mixed native hedgerow
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Archetypes: Trees and Woodland Blocks

There are a large number of native specimens within the vicinity
of High Legh, particularly at the public green surrounding
the frontage of the Belfry estate, where large sycamore trees
can be found. Along Pheasant Walk (within the vicinity of St.
Mary’s Chapel), there are a number of high quality specimens
of fir tree that have been retained from the historic estate.
The size and stature of these trees enhance the historic nature of
the village and create a unique woodland setting in certain areas,
in particular with the historic plantation woodland to Wrenshot
Lane. It should also be noted that a number of the historic trees
wtihin the village are protected by Tree Preservation Orders.
Within the wider landscape surrounding the village settlement,
country lanes are dotted with large oak trees. These native
species are particulalry valuable to wildlife and give a sense of
cohesion with the surrounding countryside setting.
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Village Development Guidance:

Landscape character

Scale, mass and siting

Design detailing and materials

The following design guidance should be used to ensure that the
character and qualities of High Legh are enhanced.

The following design guidance should be used to ensure that
new development within the village and in outlying areas reflects
the pattern of development within the parish. In general terms,
development:

The following design guidance should be used to ensure that the
details used in new development reflect the historic vernacular
of High Legh and the wider rural landscape.

• Proposals should work with the rural landscape character of
the parish, respecting the scale, materials and planting palette
of the wider agricultural landscape and the historic setting of
the village.
• Village centric proposals should be designed to be integrated
within the settlement boundary in terms of scale and mass with
particular attention paid to street frontages and boundaries.

Views and setting
The following design guidance should be used to ensure that
the setting of High Legh and the wider landscape views are
safeguarded.
• The overall setting of the village must be respected with
specific focus on the Green Belt in terms of openness and
key views (refer to the separate Green Belt assessment study
for further detail).
• The rural setting of the village should be maintained with a
range of long distance and glimpsed views from the village
into open countryside.
• The setting of historic buildings and community facilities
should be respected to ensure they are fully integrated into the
wider village setting and they are not compromised by poorly
designed, prominent new features that are out of character.

• Should not exceed 2 storeys in height
• Should reflect the traditional vernacular of the area in terms
of the scale and mass of development.
• Should reflect the vernacular of the historic residential
buildings in respect of street frontages, garden layouts and
boundary treatments.

Parking and servicing
The following design guidelines should be used to ensure that
parking and servicing of all new development is considered
appropriately and does not undermine the character of the area.
• Proposals should ensure that any new hard surfaces are
integrated into the landscape design and reflect the historic
palette of materials within High Legh.
• Proposals should ensure that new development includes
appropriate spaces for the storage and sorting of refuse so
that bins, and their storage are not visually intrusive in the
street scene or landscape.
• Car parking should be fully integrated within design proposals
to create a clear street frontage of gardens and avoid the
dominance of car parking provision.

• Proposals should have a simple roofscape, avoiding hipped
and stepped roofs, but making use of gables where this allows
the use of the roofspace. Flat roofs and mono pitches will be
discouraged.
• Should include chimneys and fenestration in a way that stresses
verticality and is sympathetic to the principal elevations
• Should only use simple detailing, often using brick, including
details under the eaves, as part of window surrounds
• Should include brick detailing either in the form of traditional
bonds (English or Flemish bonding) or through the inclusion
of decorative string courses
• Should have a simple materials palette which in most cases
will be led by red Cheshire brick, with simple brick, stone and
wooden detailing.
• Should only use render sparingly as a detail, unless on smaller
cottages, and should be in a white, cream or off- white colour
only.
• Should be roofed in either slate or deep red or blue clay tile,
or a visually similar modern material to match the dominant,
surrounding roof scape.
• Proposals should utilise the palette of native, mixed hedgerows
for boundary treatments with a specific pre-dominance
of evergreen native species to front boundaries with the
exception of Pheasant Walk which should have a more open
character.
• Proposals should consider traditional brick or dressed stone
walls and ‘Cheshire’ railing to form elements of landscape
boundaries, with close boarded timber fences avoided.
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High Legh: Proposed Masterplanning Option

05
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Proposed Masterplanning Option: Introduction

The following chapter illustrates the potential options that could
be explored for future development of the village. This includes
an indicative masterplan strategy with illustrative siting, massing
and views.
This is followed by guidance on the types of building that could
be incorporated into proposals and examples of suggested
streetscapes, open space and materials which will help to
enhance and develop the overall character of the village.
Further detail of the concept masterplan can be found in the
High Legh, Indicative Concept Masterplan for the “Completing
The Square” option, as consulted upon by the High Legh Parish
in May 2018.
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Masterplan Proposals: Indicative Option Strategy
KEY:
Proposed trees/vegetation
Existing trees/vegetation
Proposed greenspace
Proposed buildings
Proposed courtyard
Vehicular road
Pedestrian/cycle route
Paths
Pedestrian/cycle access
Vehicular, pedestrian and
cycle access
Key views
Village centres, Village
Greens and Community
Spaces
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Masterplan Proposals: Community Focal Point

Community Focal Point
Typology - The principal building of the development could
be representative in scale and mass to a country estate hall
enabling it to be the focal point for the masterplan area and for
the wider community
Scale - Approximate footprint of 6-700m2
Number of storeys - 3-4 storeys
Property types - Predominantly apartment use with a range of
sizes and tenures
Communty Use - Potential for a community use within the
building subject to the mix of accommodation.
The images on the left provide an illustration of the potential
form and massing for the building.
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Masterplan Proposals: Courtyard Housing

Courtyard Housing
Typology - A secondary form of development behind the
principal building. As the name suggests these buildings would
be formed around a single or number of enclosed or open
courtyards with a range of building types.
Scale - Subject to the development form these yards could
be formed as one large space or a series of smaller spaces
in sequence.
Number of storeys - single to two storeys in height possibly
with eaves development.
Property types - A mix of terraced housing, individual semidetached houses and apartments.
Communty Use - The potential for community use either within
the building footprint or within the open space of the yard ie.
allotments, village green.
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Masterplan Proposals: Cottage Terrace

Cottages Terraces
Typology - Based on the estate workers cottages of Cheshire,
this development of terraced cottages could be composed of
individual or multiple rows of cottages arranged around public
space or facing each other in a street form.
Scale - High density rows of cottages forming informal streets
or arranged around courtyard spaces.
Number of storeys - two storey with potential for eaves
development.
Property types - terraced houses
Communty Use - No.
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Masterplan Proposals: Streets

As higlighted on page 14, the Cheshire East Landscape Character
Study emphasises the need for new development to:
• Retain character of narrow rural lanes
• Retain the sense of enclosure and high levels of tranquility.
Pictured left are some examples which illustrate how proposed
streetscapes can be designed to ensure the retention and
enhancement of the rural village character.
This can be achieved with the introduction of pedestrianised
streets and a village square which functions as a community
centre. In addition, tree and native hedgerow planting give a
sense of enclosure and help to tie the scheme into its surrounding
parkland landscape.
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Masterplan Proposals: Open Spaces

The introduction of a village centre could give rise to several
opportunties for public open space, these include:
• Community gardens
• Courtyards
• Allotments
• Walking routes
• Open recreation spaces
This would help to encourage cohesion and social interaction.
Both of which are integral to a successful village community. Open
space can also be used to provide linkages between different
areas of the village which currently have little relationship to one
another.
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Masterplan Proposals: Boundaries and Materials

Throughout this report the material quality and vernacular of
High Legh Village have been continually referenced as features
which enhance the rural and historic character of the setting.
The Cheshire East Landscape Character Study emphasises that
new development should:
• Conserve the historic integrity of the designed landscape and
their component heritage features.
• Protect cultural heritage to preserve a sense of history
In this instance the following historic materials are found within
and surrounding the village and should therefore be used to
inform future development:
• Dressed Sandstone and/or red brick walls with coping
• Native evergreen hedgerow planting
• Cast iron railings
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Conclusion:

As set out in the introduction, this report should be read in
the context of the neighbourhood plan and the accomanying
appendix reports including the Greenbelt Assessment and
indicative masterplan document.
This design guide has aimed to provide a foundation for future
development by setting out an overarching appraisal of the
different character areas of High Legh from the historic lanes,
buildings and churches through to the more modern housing
developments within the village.
The report has identified key attributes of materials, boundary
treatments, building details alongside the differing scale of streets
and buildings that can be found throughout the village and the
wider parish.
On this basis, the information contained with this report should
be used as a guide to inform future development and help shape
proposals into something that resonates with the wider character,
is “of the place” and that ultimately fits within the setting and
character of High Legh.
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Landscape and Setting: Context Views of High Legh Village

High Legh village settlement boundary

1

1

Context photo viewpoints of High Legh village

The plan on the left shows a selection of viewpoint photograph
locations which have been chosen to illustrate the character
and context of the landscape that surrounds High Legh
village. They showcase the vernacular of hedgerows, mature
woodland, parkland, open pasture and the buildings that sit
within these areas.
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Landscape and Setting: Context Views of High Legh Village

Viewpoint 01 - Looking north along West Lane

Viewpoint 02 - Looking east along DItchfield Lane
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Landscape and Setting: Context Views of High Legh Village

Viewpoint 03 - Looking east from Pheasant Walk to the
play area and Belfry behind

Viewpoint 04 - Looking east across the park with the
Belfry on the left
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Landscape and Setting: Context Views of High Legh Village

Viewpoint 05 - Looking north from Halliwell’s Brow
across the A50 (showing the old entrance gates to
High Legh Hall).,

Viewpoint 06 - Looking south along Halliwell’s Brow
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Landscape and Setting: Context Views of High Legh Village

Viewpoint 07 - Looking west across the park to the
front of the Belfry

Viewpoint 08 - Looking west towards the rear
boundaries of the Belfry.
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Landscape and Setting: Context Views of High Legh Village

Viewpoint 09 - Looking across the golf course towards
High Legh village
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